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Abstract
In Bihar, the caste system developed and is prevalent since independence and it remains as a great thorn in the growth of Bihar. This division of society into endless religions, castes and sub-castes comes in the method of the solidarity and honesty of the Indian country. Individuals vote based on caste and religion and don't take the benefits of the up-and-comer into thought. Majority rule government itself has become a joke inferable from this insidiousness. The caste framework can't be destroyed without changing the outlook of the individuals. The caste framework is an extraordinary social fiendishness. Every now and then social reformers and masterminds have attempted to kill this insidiousness, however without much of any result. It is a profound established issue which has resisted all arrangements up until this point.
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Introduction
In Bihar, the caste system developed and is prevalent since ancient times and it remains as a great thorn and mystery in India. It is accepted to have been received by the Brahmins to communicate their prevalence and over look after it. At that point the Aryan races cleared into India from the North and they needed them to be better than the insiders thus they kept up the predominant caste frameworks. Steadily the caste framework got formalized into four significant gatherings, each with its own standards and guidelines and set of principles. The caste framework discovers its source in useful groupings, called varnas, which have their starting points in the Aryan society. In their creation legend, four varnas are said to have exuded from the Primeval Being. "As indicated by the Rig Veda song, the various classes sprang from the four appendages of the Creator. The Creator's mouth turned into the Brahman ministers, his two arms shaped the Rajanya (Khastriyas), the champions and rulers, his two thighs framed the Vaishya landowners and shippers, and from his feet were brought into the world the Shudra (Untouchables) craftsmen and workers. It was intended to show that the four classes remained according to the social association in similar connection as the various organs of the Primordial Man to his body. Together they needed to capacity to offer essentialness to the body politic."

"An individual's worth is controlled by his insight and limit and the intrinsic characteristics which mark his lead throughout everyday life." The four crease division of castes' says the Creator in the Bhagavat Gita, "was made by me as indicated by the allotment of characteristics and obligations." "Not birth, not ceremony, not learning, make one dvija (twice-conceived), yet equitable direct alone causes it." "Be he a Sudra or an individual from some other class, says the Lord in a similar epic, "he that fills in as a pontoon on a raftless current, or assists with fording the unfordable, merits regard all around."

This caste framework got fixed and inherited with the rise of Hinduism and its convictions of contamination and resurrection. The Laws of Manu (Manusmitri) allude to the pollution and servility of the outcastes, while certifying the predominance and complete exemption of Brahmins. Those from the "most minimal" castes are informed that their spot in the caste order is because of their wrongdoings in a previous existence. Distinctive disciplines of torment and demise are relegated for violations, for example, picking up proficiency or offending an individual from a predominant caste. Among the works of Hindu strict writings, the Manusmitri is without a doubt the most legitimate one, legitimizing social avoidance and presenting supreme imbalance as the core value of social relations. Caste framework is loaded up with disparity and unfairness.
In this manner, if the evil of caste framework is to be annihilated each conceivable exertion ought to be made to teach individuals and hence make a solid general feeling against the malevolence. School course readings ought to be deliberately amended. Exercises ought to be incorporated to show the understudies that the caste framework is synthetic. It was a framework for the division of work concocted by our insightful progenitors. Initially, man was not naturally introduced to any project; his caste was controlled by his learning or by the idea of work he did throughout everyday life. Essentially, all people are equivalent; they have similar sort of blood in their veins. The distinction of upper and lower isn’t right and completely the formation of personal stakes. The similitude between the various castes ought to be focused on instead of the distinctions. In this manner would be made mindfulness against the caste framework and its hold upon society would be steadily slackened. To put it plainly, the way in to this issue lies in the formation of a solid general feeling against it. Instructors, proficient Gurus, researchers, masterminds, and journalists should all join in the countries battle against this persistent and boundless social malevolence.

Evil faces of caste system
Untouchability

Many villages are separated by caste and they may not cross the line dividing them from the higher castes. They also may not use the same wells or drink in the same tea stalls as higher castes.

Discrimination

They often do not have the facility to electricity, sanitation facilities or water pumps in lower caste neighborhoods. Access to better education, housing and medical facilities than that of the higher castes is denied.

Division of labour

They are restricted to certain occupations like sanitation work, plantation work, leather works, cleaning streets, etc.

Slavery

They are subjected to exploitation in the name of debt, tradition, etc., to work as laborers or perform menial tasks for generations together.

Caste system vs societal democracy

The roots of democracy lie not in the form of Government, Parliamentary or otherwise. A majority rules system is in excess of a type of government. It is fundamentally a method of related living. The underlying foundations of popular government are to be looked in the social relationship, in the conditions of related life between individuals who structure a society. Caste is the most confused bunch of every single social issue. Indian society is projected ridden. Religion is only a conviction and it can change whenever in the life, yet caste is a consistent factor which doesn’t change in any event, when religion changes. It doesn’t change when occupation or economic wellbeing change. That is Caste stays steady. It resembles an omega esteem essentially a simple steady don’t change in any circumstance. Caste framework doesn’t take into consideration upward portability in society. On the off chance that an individual’s family comes from the lower monetary layers, in a society dependent on a caste framework, that individual would need to stay inside that limited level. Caste framework influences the society by making individuals more presented to bias, generalizing and different things. These distinctions in rankings frequently cause debates inside the society. Caste framework is loaded up with imbalance and shamefulness. The individuals of one caste don’t care to blend in with others. This division of society into endless religions, castes and sub castes comes in the method of the solidarity and respectability of the Indian country.

Caste System is the main explanation for ladies servitude. It empowers kid marriage and restricts remarriage. Ladies are dealt with just as sex machine. In numerous castes 'ladies are not permitted to examine, work outside or express their real thoughts. Caste framework is the explanation for the lower status of ladies in a portion of the networks. No caste in India regard ladies rights and their emotions. An Indian can’t eat or wed with an Indian just on the grounds that the individual in question doesn’t have a place with their caste. An Indian essentially can’t contact an Indian since the person in question has a place with their caste. Caste System is the antecedent of Communal Violence by consistently stifling a part of individuals. It powers lower caste individuals to take weapons in their grasp. Naxalite, maoist etc developments are only an animosity of lower caste individuals on monetary imbalance. Restricted selection of occupations, which is implemented inside a caste just as by different castes.

Problems faced due to casteism in Bihar
Caste and Social Discrimination

One of the most common social problems of the caste system in Bihar was the discrimination of low caste members as explained earlier. In 1950, independent India's constitution prohibited caste-based segregation and to make up for verifiable shameful acts the specialists presented standards in government occupations and instructive establishments to improve the personal satisfaction of low castes. A booking framework was presented wherein a specific number of seats were held for individuals from the lower castes at spots of advanced education and government occupations. Notwithstanding, this enactment was before long met with a great deal of obstruction from the high caste network who felt that the framework was not meritorocratic, and gave a low favorable position to the low caste individuals. Reservation framework is one of the main social outcomes of the caste framework in current occasions, and perspectives toward the framework would need to be an impression of one's caste personality.

Caste and Marriage

Regularly, unbending normal practices of immaculateness and contamination are socially upheld through severe restrictions on marriage or other social communication between castes in Bihar. While financial and social markers other than caste have picked up in hugeness, permitting intermarriage among upper castes, in numerous nations solid social obstructions stay set up against marriage among lower and higher castes. In India the judgment can be very extreme, going from social segregation to corrective viciousness. On August 6, 2001, in the north Indian territory of Uttar Pradesh, an upper-caste Brahmin kid and a lower-caste Jat young lady were hauled to the top of a house and openly hanged by individuals from their own families as many onlookers looked on. The public lynching was discipline for declining to cut off a between caste association. Between caste relationships can likewise prompt enormous scope assaults on lower-caste networks. In May 2000 in Hardoi locale in Uttar Pradesh, a police constable angered by his girl's union with a Dalit was joined
by different family members in shooting and slaughtering four individuals from his child in-law's family. Dalits who wed high-caste people in Nepal at times apparently have been detained by nearby specialists in light of bogus bodies of evidence recorded against them by individuals from the upper-caste families. Dalits are frequently taboo from performing marriage or memorial service rituals in open territories or, in certain zones, from addressing individuals from upper castes. In both the Tamil and Sinhala people group of Sri Lanka, intermarriage between upper-caste and lower-caste people is still socially debilitate.

Caste and Labor
Allotment of work based on caste is one of the basic fundamentals of numerous caste frameworks in Bihar, with lower-castes commonly confined to errands and occupations that are regarded excessively "smudged" or "dirtying" for higher-caste networks. Among the Wolof of Senegal, the idea of caste is established on word related gatherings, and appropriately isolates Wolof Senegalese into one of four classifications, every one of which are either innate or accepted upon marriage. The "prevailing" classification of the geer was customarily involved ranchers, angler, heroes and animal raisers they are as yet considered society's noblest. They generally can just wed inside the gathering, and are not permitted to rehearse the customary callings of the lower castes. In spite of the fact that the lower-caste callings are separated among three unmistakable castes, they are by and large named neeno and are along these lines recognized from the geer. The neeno are additionally partitioned into subcastes: the jeff-lek is involved craftsmen while griots and entertainers comprise the sub-lek. Third classifications of the noole, who are generally very few, make up the workers and mistresses. The craftsmans are additionally separated into four sub-castes, in particular metal forgers or gem dealers, shoemakers, woodcutters, and weavers. Underneath the neeno is the classification of jaam or slaves-they are regarded to be outside the caste framework. After some time, the movement of Wolofs to urban communities and bigger towns has prompted more noteworthy admittance to instructive and proficient open doors for neeno castes, however difficult issues remain. Disinfection occupations including road cleaning and the treatment of human waste and creature bodies are works solely performed by Dalits in India, Sri Lanka and Nepal. Dalits in Bihar work basically as city cleaners and homegrown laborers, humble positions that are disregarded by the nation's greater part Muslim Bengali populace. Ranch workers additionally remain minimized from monetary, instructive, and social chances, and experience the ill effects of chronic weakness care and a powerlessness to take an interest in political life.

Debt Bondage and Slavery
The helpless compensation of manual rummaging, rural work, and different types of low-caste business frequently power groups of lower castes or caste-like gatherings into subjugation in Bihar. An absence of authorization of significant enactment disallowing obligation servitude in the greater part of the nations concerned takes into account the training to proceed with unabated. An expected forty million individuals in India, among them approximately fifteen million kids, are working in slave-like conditions to take care of obligations as fortified workers. Because of the high loan costs charged, the businesses' command over records, and the appallingly low wages paid, the obligations are only from time to time settled. Reinforced workers are often low-caste, unskilled, and very poor, while the lessees/managers are typically higher-caste, proficient, similarly well off, and generally more remarkable individuals from the network. The Bonded Labor System (Abolition) Act, 1976 annuls all arrangements and commitments emerging out of the reinforced work framework. It expects to deliver all workers from servitude, drop any exceptional obligation, restrict the production of new subjugation arrangements, and request the monetary recovery of liberated fortified workers by the state.

Access to Education
High quitter and lower education rates among lower-caste populaces in Bihar have rather straightforwardly been portrayed as the normal outcomes of neediness and underdevelopment. Despite the fact that these rates are incompletely inferable from the requirement for low-caste kids to enhance their family compensation through work, more tricky and less all around reported is the biased and oppressive treatment looked by low-caste kids who endeavor to go to class, because of their instructors and individual understudies. More than a long time since India's sacred guarantee of free, necessary, essential training for all kids up to the age of fourteen-ritch uncommon consideration and thought to be given to advance the instructive advancement of planned castes-lack of education actually torment right around 66% of the Dalit populace when contrasted with around one-portion of everyone. The education hole among Dalits and the remainder of the populace fell a sparse 0.39 percent somewhere in the range of 1961 and 1991. The majority of the public authority schools in which Dalit understudies are enlisted are inadequate in essential framework, study halls, educators, and instructing helps. A dominant part of Dalit understudies are likewise taken a crack at vernacular schools whose understudies endure genuine hindrances in the occupation market when contrasted with the individuals who learn in English-talking schools.

Conclusion
A caste may follow more than one customary occupation yet its individuals would in any case be compelled to that range. In Bihar, various restrictions on dietary and social associations that characterize could burn-through and acknowledge from caste system. Similarly as with marriage game plans, these limitations apply at sub-caste level, not only at the caste level. Actual isolation is there in numerous pieces of the nation. These are joined by impediments on development and access, including too strict and instructive territories and to essential offices, for example, supplies of water. Since caste is a well established framework which is followed customarily, individuals think that it's hard to acknowledge the new ideal and logical standards. Caste framework separates individuals and it abuses all basic freedoms standards. In its application, Caste has prompted sub-human treatment of a tremendous populace.
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